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ABSTRACT 

Estimates are made of thermal stress in a 

wall subjected to transient h~ating on one side. 

A det~iled calculation is carried out for a flat 

plate heated on one face and cooled on the bther. 

These examples furnish a guide to power absorption 

limits for surfaces in high-power plasma devices. 

~igures of merit are tabulat~d for various pos-

sible materials. 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this note: is to provide some simple guide

lines for determining the importance of thermal stress in 

situation~ where large heat fluxes impinge upon m~tal surfaces. 

This topic is particularly appropriate to the design_of 

limiters for experimental _tokamaks. In high-powered devices:, 

the same considerations apply to the surf aces irr the collection 

region of the divertors. 

Recently, studies112 have appeared in which_ the rate of 

wall evaporation is considered as a limi.t on the.amount of power 

that can be· absorbed by a tokamak wall. As·. a :tesul t of our 

calculations it is seen that, depending on the parameters of 

the wall or other plasma impingement surfaces,· the thermal 

stress can be a much more restrictive limitation. 

In considering the maximum thermal .stress that a body can 

withstand, we compare the stress with the tensile strength. If 

--one ··takes into account plastic deformation under the stress, then 

a body could withstand a higher heat flux than we calculate. On 

the other hand, if plastic deformation is undesirable, then the 

flux must be lower than that determined from the tensile strength. 

Approximate Treatment 

Except in the very simple case of a free body with tempera

ture a linear function of the rectangular. coordinates, there will 

_occur in a heated body a thermal stress-having a maximum value 
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depending on the.temperature ·difference between two part~ of· 

. 3 . 
the body._. . That is ; .. ,: 

o=kEa.·/::,T (1) 

where E is Young 1 s modulus, a. is the thermal expansion coef

ficient, and k is a constant, depending on the shape, of value 

ranging f:r;om 0. 5 to 2. 5 • /::,T is. the :temperature. difference 

measured in diff~rent ways depending on the particular problem, 

but repres.enting generally the maximum difference in temperature. 

between .one pa.rt of the body and another. 

Ea. /::, T thus .represents· tJ"le order of magni tud.e of the thermal 

stress. For examp.le, for stainless steel with E = 2 8 x 10 6 psi 

and ·.CJ.= 17x10-6 °C-l, the stres~ is 470 psi per ·aeg.re.e C .. The 

yield pciint of 36,000 psi is reached when temperature di,fferences 
. . ; . 

of only 75° exist within the material and with differences of 
.. 

l 75°C the stresses .exceed the te.nsile strength of 80, Q.00 psi . 

From the point of view of ·minimizing damage, :tungsten is of 

course much more sui ta.ble as .a lim·~ ter material, not only because · 

of its superior strength at elevated temperatures b~t also because 

the· ·stress. is lower for the same peat flux~ . For. e.xample, at· 

1200 °C E 47 .. 106 ' "' = 4. 5 ·x l·o- 6 °C-l . . , = x . psi. , . ...... . . an:d the· therma 1 

strccc i,s 210 psi per a~grP.P. c. The stress.thus equals the 1200°C 

strength of 60~nbo psi at internal temperature differences of 

2so 0 c .. Tungsten has the additional favorable property tha·t its. 

thermal conductivity is 6.5. times that of stainless steel so that• 

for a. qiv.en heat flux, the internal tempera:tur·e. differences are 

reduced substantially. 



4 We now turn to estimates of temperature di .. fferences. One 

· commonly treated case is that. o·f a serni-inf:inite so.lid exposed 

to a fixed heat flux at the ~'sur·face. The temperature rise at 

the surface is given by 

2F 
K 

(Dirt )1/2 (2) 

where F is the (constant.) Jheat flux, K the therma1 conduc-

tivity, D the thermal diff:usivity [= (K/pc)]., and t. the time 

in seconds·. after the heat fl~ux is ·switched ·on. 

If we use the value T · 'f·or "the JST i·n .the stress. formula, .s 

we obtain a .maximum possible vail.:ue f,o.r the :the·rmal stress, which, 

as we shall. see., is not too 'far f·r.om the actual value in case,s 

of current interest. 

Combining Eqs. (1) and (i) and assuming ·k = 1 , we have 

an expression for the maximum 'f.lux which .can be tolerated if the 

stress limit is to be just :r..:eached after :a time t , viz., 

Ka . 
F _ . .ma·x ;(. 2._) 1/2 . 

max 2E:a .. D.t 9 ( 3) 

For tungsten (at 12oo~c) 

K 0.25 cal -1 -1 oc-1 = :cm sec 

E = 47 x 10 6 psi if 

lo'-·6 0 --.1 a 4.5 x = c ·'' 

a = 6 x 10 4 ps?i.. max 
., 

p 19.3 
--3 

= gm cm 

• 
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'3.6'x10-·2 . 1 -l 0 c- 1 c· = . ·. ·ca gm 

D = (K/P6) =· 0~36 
2 -.1 

cm·· sec 

l" 
max 

i.os x 102 t- 11 2 cal cm- 2 
sec · 

= 0.44t-l/2 kilowatt cm.., 2 

-1 
sec 

A typical tokamak value for t is -O.l.se6 and for this 

F · = 1. 4 kW/cm2 • max· We shall see in whaf follows that, 

unless a surface i~ rather 'thin, a few kilowatts per cm
2 

is the 

maximum that cari be poured into even a tungsteh surface witho~t 

destroying it. 

I~ the above we have ass~med a semi-infinit~ ~dlid ~nd in 

setting the temperature difference equal to the siirface tempera-

ture to get ~he maximum stress; we simply observe that for any 

time there is a distance into the s'olid sufficiently removed 

from the surface that the temperature there is negligible com-

pared· to the surface temperature. 

More gene.rally we will deal.with· si tua'tions where· the. heat 

flux is directed into the face of a plate of thickne~s £ ; .How-

ever, we can CiPPr()ximate,this plate by the semi-infinite one·as. 
. . 

··. long as the temperature rise in the selni-..,infini te plate at depth X, 

is .much smaller than the rise at the heated face. In the semi-

infinite plate we ha.vc that4 

00 

T(l) . 2" 
2µ r {-,~2) dt,; ( 4) 

:T ( 0) = exp (-u ) - exp .. 

u 

where u= [£/(4Dt)J/2 J 'If we demand. ·r· ( £) < 0 .. 1 .'r ( 0) for 
.. 

approximation, validity of the we fina that we must take u > 1. 0 .. 
That is. (£ 2/4Dt) > l ; or .. t < ( £ 2/4D.) l"or. £ = 1 cm of: 
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tungsten, t < 0. 7 sec . As long as the power-on time .is in this 

range, the approximation, -and hence the power limit of 1. 4 kW/cm
2 

is valid. 

Detailed Calculation 

Finally, we give one examp.le of a detailed computation to 

indicate the accuracy of the estimates .given above. 

A constant and uniform heat flux ·p (per unit area) is 

switched on at t = 0 , impinging .. on the .z = R-/2 .face of a flat 

plate in the x - y plane, the face at _z = ..:R,/.2 being kept at 

·zero temperature. (All edge -ef.fects are neglected so· the extent 

of the plate .in the x- and y-directions _is .immaterial.) We assume 

no radiation from the hot £ace. 

The temperature distribution as a function of time is then 

given by 

00. 

.TK (~ + .; ) 
0 .2: l""l)n 

iF' = -
7T2 '('2n+T) 2 

.n=O 

2 s.i· n ·:[ ( 2n_+l) ·rr -(-z + :1)] x exp [ (2n+l) t/r] .2 .\ r 2 (5) 

· · with the ·various terms defined -a:s -a:bove, .and T ·= 

The ·.z-:-compbnent of .the thennal stress is .zero but3 

-R-/2 R,/2 
Ea. . (T. - __ 2lc f ' Tdz 3z J Tz dz) a = a -- -- ·-.-3 ( 6) x y (1-v) :2c --R,/2 :-R_/2 

. where~ again, the terms have been de£ined previous.ly except for 

· v ~hich is Poisson's ratio (= ~.38 for tungsten). 

n • 

-. 
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Combining Eqs. · ( 5) and. (.6) ·.and integrating ,.:,e obtain 

00. 

2 
TT K(l- "V)a 

8 Q.FEa = I-
n=O 

(-l)_n 2 · 
-----_..,,,..2 exp [ ( 2n+ 1) t/T l 
(2n+l) 

2 
(~n+l) TT 

12 ·- . -,--,-....,,.....,-
( 2ri + l) TT (*) (-1 + 4 (-l)n )} 

x, (2n+l) TT 
. ( 7) 

where all constant facto~s h~ve_been put on the left-hand side. 

Looking ~ir$t at the.temperature distribution from Eq. (5), 

we have plotted in Eig~ l(a) the dimen~ionless .temperature 

(K.T/Q.F), as .. ~ function of z ·for ~ range of values of t/T 

In Fig .. 1 (b) we have the .dimensionless. stress [TT 
2

K ( 1 ....: v) a /8 Q.FEa] . 
. ~ . .· , . . . . . . . 

An examinat~on of tpe computed numbers shows that the maximum . .. . . . . . . . . 

stress is at the hot face of the plate, and at a time t/T = 0.1. 

The maximum· value is [TT
2K (1 - v) a/89.,FEa] = 0 .126 . Putting in the 

tungsten parameters gives 

Y = l.8.k~/cm2 max, .. 

f6r a 1 cm thick plate. ,For.this plate T = 1.0 second. 

Similar ca~cuiati_ons ·for a. ~ollow cylinder_ heated from the 

inside give c6mpa~able ~esultsr For example, ~ tungsten cylinder 

of radius. 45. cm,.· wall· thic~ness l cm ,· wil;I. rea.ch the stress limit . . . , . 
?" 

of 60,000 psi after 0.1 sec at an incident flux of 1.1 kW/cm-. 

(~t this· time in t})is hollow cylinder_, the stress is still going. 

up.) 
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For a solid cylinder heated from the outside, we have the 

following case for comparison:' cylinder radius 0.8 cm, material 

2 tungsten, stress limit i;-eached after 0. l sec under 0. 9 kW/cm • 

In one wall evaporation study2 the conclusion was that a 

t 11 ld t k 2800 I 2 · h d. tungs en wa cou -a e up to - J cm wit out excee ing a 

reasonable rate of evaporation. But the energy dumping times 

considered were from 0.1 sec·to l.o·sec, and as we have seen, 

this implies a flux which would exceed, by possibly a large 

factor, that which would rupture the surface. 

A possible way around the stress problem would be to make 

the surface thinner (with the. back still cooled, as above), since 

the maximum stress is proportional to the thickness. However, in 

practice, one probably does not want to use a very thin- wall if 

it contains coolant behind it, simply because there _would be too 

much dange~ of a catastrophic failure in the event of an acci-

dental local concentration of power. 

Choi6e of Materials 

In Table I we have gathered, for some representative 

materials, values_ of properti.es which are relevant to tempera

ture rise and thermal stress. For ~he hot-face temperature rise 

f (2) h . 't' 1 ( )-1/2 we can see rom Eq. - t at Ts is proper iona to Kpc - • 

_For ability to withstand heat flux we can define a figure of 

merit by inspection of Eq. (7). The right-hand side depends 

only on t/T and z/1_; _ therefore, indep~ndently of the material 

the maximum stress is at z = +i/2 at t = 0 .1 T and is one 

definite (dimensionless) value. If we setr a = crmax , then the 

. , ... 
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flux that a material can withstand··is··proportional to M, 

where M is given by 

K(l-v)cr . max 
cxE 

if .we compare material samples of the same thickness. 

Examination.of the Table shows that tungsten is undoubtedly 

one of .the bestmateriais with respect to temperature rise and 

thermal stress. Molybdenum can take less heat flux, but has ~he 

advantage of lower atomic number z • 

very good candidate, based on· thermal stress, and .in addition 

has very low · z • It is worth noting.that titanium, which has· 

possible applicat~on· as a get~er in plasma devices, i~ a relatively 

"weak" material from the point of view of thermal stress. 
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Table I. 

* Relevant Properties of Some Typical Materials at 1000 °C 

~ Melting 
(Kp::) -1/2 

0 max 
Point K p c v Tensile 

Units oc cal/°C cm gm/cm 
3 

cal/°C io 3 
lb/in sec gm 

w 3340 0.26 19.3 0.036 2.4 0.38 .. 60 

+ 
Mo 2610 0.24 10.2 0.076 2.3 o. 32 (:r::) 20 

. Ti 1660 0.037(r) 4.5 0.15 6.3 0.3 ? 20(300) 
' 
I 

Nb 2410 0.16 8.4 0.074 3.2 o. 38 (:r::) 13 

Ta 2850 0.15 16.6 0.036(r) 3.3 0.35 - 15 

t 
Graphite 3600 0.15 1.8 0.5 2.7 0.4 ? 3 

WC 2870 ~0.12 15.6 0.3 ? 50 

Al 203 . 2015 0.015 4.0 0.25 35 

MgO 2800 0.017 3.6 0.29 7.5 0.16(r) 11.5 

* Taken from Refs. (Jl., 5, 6, 7, 8).. 

+ (r) =room temperature (300) = 300°C, etc. 
' i 

t . 1 d 1 t · 1 t" Representative va ·.ies - one gra e on y, no necessari y op. imurn. 

-

' 

0. E M 

2 10-6 io? lb/in 
2 

4.5 52 41 

5.7 39 15 

9.5 12(300) 5 

I 8 6.5(500) 25 I 

~ 
~ 

6 11. 7 22 

5. 1 _54 

5 90 9 

9.5 50 0.8 

14 21 0.6 
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Fig. 1. Temperature (a} and stress (b} profiles in 

the flat plate as a function of de~th z/1 at ·several values 

of the time t/T. Maximum stress occurs at t/1- =·o.l. 
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